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1.0

OBJECTIVES

This unit provides an outline of Canadian short fiction and how it contributed to the
development of short story writing. One prominent Canadian short fiction writer is
Alice Munro, who received the Nobel prize in literature in 2013, the first Canadian
writer to receive the honour. With reference to her two short stories: “Face” and “The
Bear Came Over the Mountain,” the unit will also analyse her writing technique, how
she explored, questioned and expanded the boundary of short fiction and became “the
master of contemporary short story”.
1.1

INTRODUCTION

This Unit aims to throw light on the development of short story as a genre.
Furthermore, this Unit traces the place made by Canadian literature and Canadian short
fiction in general in the canon of World Literature.
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1.2

CANADIAN SHORT FICTION

As we all know, a short story is prose fiction, shorter than a novel, with limited
characters, usually revolves around a singular plot. Though folk tales, fairy tales,
fables, and anecdotes are considered the origin of short stories, short stories as a
literary form gained attention only at the beginning of the 19th century. Though short
story and tales have many similarities, short story tells an individual experience,
whereas tales are usually set in the past and uphold a continuing communal experience.
The exhaustive experimentation with fiction may have contributed to the development
of this genre. Also, the evolution of magazines with limited spaces may have played
its part. According to H.G. Wells, a short story is the “jolly art, of making something
very bright and moving; it may be horrible or pathetic or funny or profoundly
illuminating, having only this essential, that it should take from fifteen to fifty minutes
to read aloud.” In his 1946 essay, “The Philosophy of Composition,” Edgar Allan Poe
considers three central elements of short story composition are: “length,” “method,”
and “unity of effect”. According to Poe, short stories should be read in one sitting.
Considering its shorter length, the short story focuses on a singular plot and theme
with a limited number of characters, yet it is complete in itself. Writers worldwide,
like Edgar Allan Poe, Washington Irving, Alexander Pushkin, Anton Chekhov,
Nikolai Gogol, and Katherine Mansfield, made the genre significant.
Around the 1960s, Canadian short stories earned a remarkable position in world
literature. Robert Weaver in The Oxford Companion to Canadian Literature
comments: “Two major commercial Publishing houses – “McClelland and Stewart”
and “Macmillan of Canada” – have had numerous short story writers on their lists:
McClelland and Stewart with Margaret Laurence, Margaret Atwood, Rudy Wiebe,
Alistair Macleod among others; Macmillan with Alice Munro, Mavis Gallant, Jack
Hodgins, Guy Vandehaege and others”. Critics and scholars around the world now
recognize the achievements of Canadian short stories. With his Sam Slick story cycle,
the first internationally acclaimed short story writer Thomas Chandler Haliburton
dominated the short story genre in Canada during the 1830s. After Haliburton, Stephen
Leacock gained attention with light-hearted satire on human follies at the beginning
of the twentieth century. The Second World War brought an interval in the growth of
short stories, but after the War, short stories gained a spurt in publication. Constraints
of time and market considerations possibly drew the public attention and attraction
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towards short fiction. Novelists such as Robertson Davies, Margaret Lawrence gained
more attention with their short stories than fiction. The regional short story writers
gradually gained attention for recreating life in a particular locale with a universal
appeal. The Canadian short story writers such as Alice Munro, Mordecai Richler,
Rudy Wiebe set their works in different parts of Canada, presenting a slice of local
life. The contemporary Canadian short stories concentrate on real-life and society than
the sentimentality of romances. The short stories share a universal problem, and it
becomes notable due to their treatment of regional geography, history, politics and
people.
1.3

ALICE MUNRO

The Canadian short story writer Alice Ann Munro (née Laidlaw) was born on 10th
July 1931 in Wingham, Ontario. Her Father, Robert Eric Laidlaw, was a fox and mink
farmer; her mother, Anne Clarke Laidlaw, was a school teacher. After graduating from
Wingham District High School in 1949 at the top of her class and winning a two-year
scholarship to the University of West Ontario, she attended the University of Ontario
from 1949 to 1951, majoring in Journalism, later changing it to English. She started
writing short stories when she was still in university. Her first short fiction, “The
Dimensions of Shadow” appeared in her university’s literary magazine Folio in April
1950. In December 1951, she got married to James Munro and moved to Vancouver,
British Columbia, where she worked as a part-time assistant in a library. She started
publishing her works from 1953 in different Canadian magazines such as Mayfair,
Canadian Forum, Queen’s Quarterly, Chatelaine etc. Her first short story collection
Dance of the Happy Shades, published in 1968 from Ryerson Press, immediately
gained critical acclaim and won Governor General’s Award for Fiction. Some of her
well known short story collections are: Lives of Girls and Women (1971), Something
I’ve Been Meaning to Tell You (1974), Who Do You Think You Are? (1978), The
Moons of Jupiter (1982), The Progress of Love (1986), Friend of My Youth
(1990) Open Secrets (1994). Her The Love of a Good Woman (1998) received Giller
Prize and the National Book Critics Circle Award. Her short story collection The
Beggar Maid received a nomination for the Booker prize, becoming the first short
fiction collection to receive such honour. In 2009 she received the Man Booker
International Prize for her overall contribution to short fiction. Most of her short stories
center around the extraordinary lives of ordinary people. The setting is usually the
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rural Huron County, Ontario, where the writer grew up. Though initially she was
scorned for limiting her characters to county people, she is now internationally
acclaimed for how these restricted lives share more significant human experiences
beyond local settings. Her short stories contain novel like features and contain
complex characterization. One of the interesting central subjects in Munro’s work is
women’s experience in Canada’s colonial and postcolonial history, as apparent in the
short story “Face,” which presents the woman’s condition during the Second World
War. Her short fictions tell women’s stories from the male narrative point of view, as
it happens in both “Face” and “The Bear Came Over the Mountain”. She expanded
the boundaries of short fiction by presenting many dimensions of human life in a single
span of a short story. In 2013 she received Nobel Prize for Literature, becoming the
first Canadian and thirteenth woman to have the honour. Rightfully she is considered
as “the master of contemporary short story”.
1.4

LET US SUM UP

In this Unit we talked about Alice Munroe and her influence on short story as a genre.
We also talked about the development of short story as a genre and how Alice Munroe
established its place in Canadian literature over the time.
1.5

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1.

What do you understand by a short story?

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
2.

List out the contribution of Alice Munroe in the field of Canadian Literature.

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
3.

What themes do we find in Alice Munroe’s novels and short stories?

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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2.0

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this unit is:


To give a critical summary of the short story “Face”



To discuss the themes of the story

2.1

INTRODUCTION

The short story “Face” was first published in the 2008 September issue of The New
Yorker. The story was published in printed format in the collection Too Much
Happiness in 2009 and nine other short stories by Alice Munro. The story has been
written in the first-person narrative told by an unnamed narrator. In his old age, the
narrator recalls significant memories since his childhood while going through the old
books he would be donating.
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2.2

SUMMARY

The short story “Face” begins with the narrator describing his rejection from his father
when he was born with a face-mark covering half of his face. Though he was born
healthy with twenty-one inches in length and eight-pound five ounces weight, the right
side of his face, from his forehead till his neck, was covered with a purple mark that
looked like someone disposed grape juice or paint over him. The father, in his
resentment, exclaimed he would not bring the child home. However, the mother was
devoted to her son, and no one could stop her from bringing the young narrator home.
The narrator gives a glimpse of his parents’ relationship, and how it affected after his
birth. The family used to live on the cliffs above Lake Huron in a Victorian house,
built by his grandfather. The narrator’s father was well known in the town because he
went to the university, joined a fraternity, started insurance business when the family’s
glove factory went down, a good golfer and an excellent sailor. He believed his
reputation was tainted due to the mark on his son’s face. Whereas the narrator’s mother
had never been to university, neither a good golf player, nor a kind of beautiful woman
admired by his father. Naturally the parents’ relationship was strained after the
narrator’s arrival, but they never divorced. The miserable marriage ended when his
father died in a stroke in his fifties.
At the age of nine, the narrator started attending a school where other boys mocked
him as “Grape-Nuts”, but coming from a household where his father always disliked
his presence, the mockery never bothered him. After completing university, the
narrator became a voice actor in radio plays, an announcer, and a host for twenty years
in a musical show. When he retired, he received much admiration from the audience,
who referred to him as a friend or family member.
After his mother’s death, the narrator decided to sell the house. But, before selling it
out, he discovered some old objects that made him recall some very significant
memories. When the narrator was five years old, the Bell’s Cottage, adjacent to their
house, was rented to Sharon Suttles and her daughter Nancy. Being half a year younger
than the narrator, Nancy soon became his companion, and they played together in all
the waking hours. Not to annoy their parents, they used to play outdoor: in the berry
patches, under the apple tree, and in a trashy area beyond the cottage. The narrator’s
mother often took the kids to the nearby beach, taught them to swim and told the
7

narrator to treat Nancy like a little sister. Though they sometimes fought with each
other, they soon forget about it as all the children do. In winter, they made snowmen;
during the storm, they played inside the narrator’s house, and his mother often told
them stories from Alice in the Wonderland. It was a time when the narrator was almost
unbothered about the mark on his face.
One afternoon when they were playing with paint in a cellar, Nancy painted one side
of her face with red colour to look like the narrator. Though her intention was not to
mock the birthmark, the eight-year-old narrator thought that Nancy was taunting him
because his mark was purple and not red. In a rage, he pushed her aside and ran to
confirm and also went to complain to his mother. Nancy, not knowing the reason for
the rage, ran behind the narrator. Looking at the kids, the mother understood what
might have happened and started yelling at Nancy. Nancy’s mother came in, and they
accused each other of not raising their kids properly. The next day Nancy and her
mother left the cottage. Initially, the narrator was angry at Nancy but soon, the feeling
that he would never be able to see her again saddened him. The very next year, he was
sent away to a boarding school.
Several years after, the very next day of the narrator’s father’s death, the mother
revealed some incidents relating to Nancy. Nancy and her mother were living in an
apartment owned by the narrator’s father after leaving the cottage. After the narrator
is sent away to the school, one morning, Nancy’s mother comes across that in the
bathroom, her daughter is slicing up one side of her face with a blade. She was bleeding
feverously and trying too hard not to make a sound. Furthermore, the mother revealed,
it was the same cheek as the narrator’s birthmark as if she was trying to look like him.
She exclaimed how Nancy’s mind was affected by the separation that she attempted
the act. Nonetheless, like him, the narrator believes she might also have gotten over
the incident by now and probably does not recall the narrator anymore. The mother in
her late years often fancied that her son should have married her because of their facial
similarities.
Back to the present time, the narrator was clearing some rotten apples when he was
stung by a wasp in his eyelid and had to admit himself to the hospital. He had to stay
at the hospital overnight, and both of his eyes were bandaged, making him unable to
see anything. While still half asleep, he believed a reader visited to keep his mind
occupied instead of falling into boredom. While leaving, she recited the last lines of a
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poem and let the narrator recognize the poem. After waking up, the narrator could not
decide whether someone actually visited him or he was dreaming. He could not
remember the poem either. However, as he was preparing his old books to donate to
the charity bazaar, he came across a brownish paper where the poem was handwritten,
only with the mention of the writer, Walter de la Mare. The narrator does not
remember reading Walter de la Mare’s work before, but the writing was neither of his
parents. Therefore, he believed he must have read the poem in some distant past and
forgotten it completely. However, the memory of the poem haunts him in his dream,
making him realize that memories never die. The incident also made him understand
that Nancy might have never forgotten the distress she had after their separation and
the cutting up of her face. The narrator believes they would have recognized each other
if they had come across even after many years due to their similarities.
2.3

TITLE

The story’s narrator explains how he faced discrimination from his own family due to
his ‘face’. The purple birthmark that covered half of his face is precisely the reason
behind his father’s indifference towards him. As described by the father, his face
looked like a “chunk of chopped liver” that stained his good reputation. He also
became the reason for his parents’ distance. The mother used to divide her time to
have dinner with him and the father separately, so he does not have to see his son’s
face.
His separation from his playmate Nancy happened because he thought she was making
fun of his face. However, Nancy admired him and wanted to become like him.
Therefore, Nancy sliced her face intending to get an identical appearance. The
narrator’s mother took extra care of him because she knew that he would face a lot of
discrimination and taunts for the mark on his face. Therefore, she did not send him to
school until he was nine.
After completing his university, the narrator joined voice acting not to have to present
his face. He was very successful as a voice actor and received much admiration. The
facial mark became a part of his identity, and he believed that Nancy and he would
have recognized each other right away even after so many years if they had come
across each other. The narrator’s mother also suggested that they should have married
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each other because they are the only ones who could have sympathized with each
other.
The title also suggests that the narrator is also facing the childhood memory after so
many years ago. When he was in the hospital bed, he believed he had dreamt of visiting
a woman who told him a poem. Though he initially did not recognize the poem,
believing he had never read it before, he found out the poem written in pencil while
going through his books. The poem, which he might have read years ago, might have
stuck somewhere in his memory, and he could recall a few lines of it in his dream in
the hospital bed.
2.4

CHARACTERS

The Unnamed Narrator:
The narrator was born with a mark almost covering half of his face. The narrator, at
his old age, recalls past incidents that have affected him the most. His father thought
of him as a stain on his reputation. His father so neglected him that the narrator was
more comfortable in the boarding school where he was even called by different names,
such as “Grape-Nuts”. He was closely attached to his mother, who made him believe
that the mark was not his deformity; instead, it made his eyes look beautiful. The
narrator’s mother always praised the mark on his face so he does not feel insecure, but
the constant detachment from his father due to this mark made him sensitive. So, when
Nancy tried to replicate the mark, he became annoyed that it was purple and not red
and complained to the mother.
Like his father, he also went to a university but never joined any fraternity; instead
hung around with the people of the theatre. As his face was unfit for a stage actor, he
became a voice actor, a profession where his face plays no part. He became a radio
personality and received many letters admiring his work, the amount of love and
appreciation he had never received in his childhood.
The Mother:
The narrator and his mother had a very close relationship. She was aware of what kind
of mockery his son had to face due to his stained face, and she always tried to protect
him until she realized that she could not do anymore.
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Some background information we get to know about the mother is that she never went
to university and even borrowed money to complete her school education. Unlike the
father, she was unathletic and lagging behind the style of that time. Though she was
described as beautiful by some people, it was not the type his father admired. They
had nothing in common, and naturally, their marriage was miserable.
She was a devoted, dutiful wife who took care of her husband when he was unable to
get up from bed, despite his insults and ungratefulness. The people used to call her a
“saint” for her sacrificial nature. She was practical and protective and never tried to
mend the relationship between father and son, knowing it was impossible. She always
admired her son’s scar, telling him that it made his eyes look brighter and made him
believe so. She tried to protect her son from the harsh taunts from the world by keeping
him at home until the age of nine when she realized it was impossible and he must
learn from the torments.
She not only cared for her son but also for Nancy and asked her son to treat her like a
sister. Despite suspecting a relationship between her husband and Sharon Suttles, she
was sympathetic to her as Sharon had lost her husband. After her husband’s death, the
very next day, she broke the shackles and went to drink wine outside with her son. In
her extreme old age, the mother changed a lot, possibly to do the things she sacrificed
all her life.
The Father:
In contrast to the mother’s character, the father had good education as he went to
university and joined a fraternity, despite being the son of an uneducated farmer. It
was his decision to join the insurance business to save the family’s financial condition
after the decline in the glove factory. He was very popular around the town because
of his university education. He was also an outstanding golfer and an excellent sailor.
His outgoing personality was an ill-match with the mother’s reserved personality, and
their marriage was unsuccessful.
According to the narrator, the most vivid quality of the father was “hating and
despising”. He always complained about things, manners and personality. He liked to
call “a spade, a spade”, the unfiltered truth without any thought that it may sound
unpleasant or embarrassing to other people. When his son was born with a facial scar,
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he thought it was an insult to his fame. He never liked to see his face to the point that
he never talked to his son or had dinner with him. He smoked and drank too much and
died within a few months after having a stroke. The mother took care of him when he
was in bed, but instead of appreciating, he used to despise her. Throughout the story,
it is clear that the father and son were never in a good relation. The narrator has
described him as a pompous, self-righteous, uncaring and detached person. Though
the people in the town admired him, his family was detached and discontented with
him.
Nancy:
Nancy appeared in the story when she was four and half years old until she left the
Bells’ cottage with her mother at the age of eight. She was half a year younger than
the narrator and was his constant playmate. Her father, who was a doctor, died of blood
poisoning when she was a baby. Like the narrator, she also never received her father’s
love. However, her mother was uncaring too. Her mother used to feed her peculiar
food at irregular hours. The narrator does not remember much about her physical
appearance, but she had brown hair, rosy skin and red cheeks for continually playing
outdoors. As she never received affection from any of her parents, she was naturally
attached to the narrator. She did not paint her face to mock the narrator but to look like
him. When Nancy’s mother moved out of the cottage after the quarrel, the detachment
from her playmate deeply affected her. It traumatized her so much that she sliced her
face without making a noise, only to look like the narrator. Not much information the
narrator came to know about her after he went to school, but he feels they would have
been recognized each other easily if they came across each other quickly because of
their scarred faces.
Sharon Suttles:
Sharon Suttles is the mother of Nancy. After losing her husband, she was helpless and
lonely with a baby. The desperate situation may have hardened her, as she had little
tenderness as far as the narrator could remember. During that distressful time, she got
a job at the narrator’s father’s insurance office and moved to the Bell’s cottage owned
by the narrator’s family. She was not like a motherly and affectionate woman. She was
tall, thin with toffee-brown-golden-edged bobbed hair. She used to wear thick red
lipsticks like movie stars and used to wear kimono at home. Her thin legs looked like
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storks’ legs. Whenever she was at home, she used to lie down on the sofa and smoke.
She used to get annoyed whenever the children played around her. She also used to
swear a lot, even in front of the children.
When the narrator’s mother accused Nancy to be a bad girl with no manners, Sharon
immediately arrived at the situation to protect her daughter, though she was washing
her hair at that time. Sharon did not directly shout at the young narrator; instead, she
spoke loud enough to Nancy so he could hear and that they must not play together
again. This made the narrator’s mother aware of the flaws in her parenting and became
determined to send him to the boarding school.
2.5

THEMES

Memory:
Memory plays an important role in Alice Munro’s short stories. The narrator in this
short story recalls his memory, relating to his facial mark. The narrator, in his old age,
while going through his books to donate, came across a poem he had forgotten entirely
and had only come into his mind when he was half asleep in a hospital bed. The
rediscovery of the poem made him realize that people never forget their past traumatic
experiences as he believed Nancy would have “get over” the childhood separation.
Deep down somewhere, the memory lives, and sometimes, willingly or unwillingly, it
comes back like a dream.
Family:
The short story presents two deformed families and how they affected the children.
The narrator’s father disliked his son for his facial mark, which obliquely made his
mother over-protective of her son. The marriage between the parents was
unsuccessful, and the mother used to call her husband “his grace”. The narrator was
much happy at the boarding school than at the comfort of his home. The neglect from
his father was a constant reminder that he had a stain on his face, and it was unpleasant.
On the other hand, Nancy lost her father when she was still a baby, and her mother
never showed her affection. Both the narrator and Nancy became close to each other
due to their young age and familial issues. The mother told the narrator to treat Nancy
like his little sister, and he did so. Though the narrator misunderstood Nancy when she
13

painted her face, he never wanted to be separated. However, the children were
separated due to decisions taken by their mothers. Even though the narrator got over
her absence when he was admitted to a boarding school, Nancy was deeply affected
by it.
2.6

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1.

Write the character sketch of the unnmaed narrator in Alice Munroe’s short
story “Face.”

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
2.

Briefly comment on the setting of Alice Munroe’s short story.

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
3.

In what ways does the theme of memory recurs in Alice Munroe’s “Face”

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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3.0

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this unit is to:

3.1



Significance of the title



Give a critical summary of the short story “The Bear Came Over the Mountain”



To discuss the themes of the story
INTRODUCTION

Alice Munro’s short story “The Bear Came Over the Mountain” was first published in
a double issue of The New Yorker on 27th December 1999 and 3rd January 2000. It
is the final short fiction in Munro’s 2001 short story collection Hateship, Friendship,
Courtship, Loveship, Marriage. The short story was also made into the movie ‘Away
15

from Her’ directed by Sarah Polley. The short story is written from an omniscient point
of view, though it is mainly centred on Grant’s opinion and experiences after his wife’s
dementia.
3.2

SUMMARY

The story begins with a description of Fiona and her lifestyle by an omniscient
narrator. Her mother was from Iceland, a powerful woman in politics, whereas her
father was an influential cardiologist. Before marrying Grant, she lived with her
parents and had a small car and a pile of cashmere sweaters. On the other hand, Grant’s
mother was a small-town widow who worked as a doctor’s receptionist. Grant and she
went to the same university. Though she had dated some men before her marriage, she
finally proposed to Grant at Port Stanley. Grant took it as a joke and agreed because
he did not want to lose her.
The story fast-forwarded several years: Fiona and Grant had been married for nearly
fifty years; Fiona is now seventy years old, and they have now moved to a different
house. Grant realized that his wife kept forgetting things. Initially, none of them took
it seriously and thought that she would be fine after taking vitamins. Soon she lost her
way from the supermarket and took the help of the policeman. However,
unfortunately, Fiona had Alzheimer and her memory was gradually deteriorating.
Grant took Fiona to a conservatory called Meadowlake, where people with mental
issues got treatment. She was admitted in January, and Grant was instructed not to
meet her for one month so that she could settle there. Grant called Kristy to get some
information about Fiona regularly.
In the next section, a glimpse of their previous life has been offered to the reader.
However, they did not have any kids but had a fulfilling married life. They used to
prepare their supper together. While having dinner, they converse about their daily life
with each other.
During this month, one day, Grant dreamed that he received a letter from a woman
with whom he had an affair. The letter says that the woman wants to take away her
life. To make Fiona aware of the situation, he went to talk to her, but she dismissed it
by saying that girls of this age always trying to kill themselves. Though it was a dream,
16

a similar situation did happen several years ago when he was still teaching at the
university. Because of his affairs with other women, he was disgraced by writing
“RAT” on his office door. People became aware of Grant’s disgraced reputation and
started avoiding them. Finally, he promised Fiona a new life. He took retirement early
with a reduced pension and moved to the country house Fiona inherited from her
parents.
After one month, as Grant was eagerly waiting to meet Fiona, he dressed up very well
and bought flowers for her. Fiona was in the hall with another man named Aubrey.
Fiona offered Grant some tea, which he never drinks. Grant realizes that Fiona had
forgotten her husband with whom she had been married for fifty years. Not to
embarrass Fiona, he never told her about their relationship. Grant soon realizes that
Fiona has become affectionate towards Aubrey.
Aubrey is not a permanent resident like Fiona. Aubrey and his wife went to Florida
but became sick with a high fever. Usually, his wife takes care of him, but she admitted
him here to take a few days of relief. Most afternoons, Grant would find Fiona and
Aubrey at the table playing cards. Fiona is much more attentive towards Aubrey, and
Aubrey also shows his dissatisfaction when she gives her attention to someone else.
Understanding the awkwardness of the situation, Grant shortened his visits to only
Wednesday and Saturday. Fiona’s appearance had also changed gradually; she started
dressing in clothes that she had never worn before and even cut her hair short.
The narrative again goes back to the past to give a reflection on Grant’s affairs. While
teaching at the university, Grant had a relationship with Jacqui Adams, a married
student in his class. The relation lasted for one year until her husband transferred. After
the ending of the relationship, several young girls with long hair and sandalled feet
came to his office, declaring themselves ready for intimacy. However, after Grant and
Fiona moved to the countryside, Grant started appreciating the nature and the people
around him.
Back to the present, while visiting Fiona the following Wednesday, he bought a book
on Iceland for Fiona. However, he came across a different scenario. Fiona was not
playing cards in the hall but in her room, crying profusely and holding Aubrey’s hands.
Grant realized Aubrey was going back home. Fiona keeps aside the book Grant gave
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her and starts talking to Aubrey in a flowery expression, which Grant had never heard
before.
After the painful separation, Fiona was heartbroken and stopped eating. Though the
doctor and nurses thought it was a temporary phase and that she would recover from
this sorrow in two weeks, Fiona became weak day by day. The doctors then considered
moving her to the second floor, where people with hopeless cases are treated. Grant
decides to meet Aubrey’s family for the sake of Fiona’s health.
Aubrey lived in Black Hawks Lane with his wife Marian. Marian received Grant
coldly because she thought that he would confront her for Fiona and Aubrey’s
relationship. Grant clarified the confusion and asked for her permission to take Aubrey
to visit Meadowlake to meet Fiona so that she recovers faster. Marian refused the offer
because she believed that such movements might cause stress on Aubrey. Grant also
suggests that she can permanently move Aubrey to the conservatory, but Marian
explained it would cause her financial trouble. Though Grant was offered coffee and
ginger cookies, the conversation depressed him. Marian reminds him of his mother, a
small-town woman with a “money first” attitude.
When Grant arrived home from Aubrey’s house, he received two voicemails from
Marian, asking him if he would like to participate in a singles dance with her. Grant
imagines that if he got married to a woman like Marian, he would have stayed in the
small town where he had grown up. He fantasized about his conversation with her and
believed everything was possible, and he might convince her to take Aubrey to the
conservatory.
As Grant and Marian started their fling, he took Aubrey to the conservatory. Fiona
was reading the book he had gifted him a few days ago. She recognizes Grant as her
husband and is very happy to see him. It appears that she had utterly forgotten Aubrey
and their relationship.
3.3

TITLE

The short story’s title refers to the famous nursery rhyme “The Bear Went Over the
Mountain”. The rhyme suggests that the bear went over the mountain probably to see
more excitable and adventurous things but instead found another mountain. He again
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goes over the mountain only to find that his efforts are fruitless, and there is another
mountain, similar to the first mountain. Grant has been repeatedly unfaithful to Fiona
in the short story, but he promised her a new life and moved to the countryside. Despite
being faithful to Fiona for twelve years, he starts an affair with Aubrey’s wife, Marian.
In this sense, regardless of all his efforts to not have an affair, he again became the
person he was in the beginning.
However, Munro titled the short story “The Bear Came Over the Mountain” instead
of “The Bear Went Over the Mountain”. Suppose the mountain is considered
metaphorically as the process of ageing and gaining experiences. One side of the
mountain refers to the youthful years of the couple, and the other side is considered
the elderly years. In that case, the plot is constructed when Fiona and Grant are already
aged. Along with the readers, the couple is on the other side of the mountain while
they are looking back to their younger years and waiting for the bear to come. The
writer has probably chosen the nursery rhyme to symbolize the couple’s initial years
where they cannot go back.
3.4

CHARACTERS

Grant:
Though the story is written from an omniscient point of view, it has mainly presented
Grant’s perspective. The seventy-year-old Grant has been happily married to his wife
Fiona for nearly fifty years. The crisis came when his wife had Alzheimer and required
admission to a conservatory.
Grant is brought up in a small town where his widowed mother worked as a doctor’s
receptionist. When Fiona, a woman from an affluent family, proposed to him, he
readily accepted because he thought it was a joke. Though much detail was not given
about their marriage during their middle age, it was clear that he was involved in
several affairs.
Grant taught Anglo-Saxon and Nordic Literature in a University where younger girls
and married women used to visit his office regularly. Once, he had a serious
relationship with Jacqui Adams, a lady who was very upset after their separation. It
went to the point that he was humiliated by some women of his university who wrote
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“RAT” on his office door. People refuse to invite him to Christmas parties and other
celebrations. Despite all, he always returned to his wife and never thought about
separating from her.
When Fiona was disheartened by his actions, he promised her a new life. He did so by
leaving his job early with a reduced pension and moving to the countryside in a house
owned by Fiona’s grandparents. However, he never quitted to scrutinizing women.
When he realized his wife had completely forgotten him, he was hurt but did not try
to remind her about their relationship. When he found that Fiona was getting involved
in a relationship with a fellow patient named Aubrey, he was uncomfortable but did
not say anything to make her upset. He also reduced his visit to the conservatory to
avoid the awkward situation, only twice a week. Grant also considered letting Fiona
and Aubrey meet after moving out of the conservatory to better her deteriorating
health. Probably he regretted his past actions against his wife and tried to recompense.
To discuss the arrangements about Aubrey’s visit, he also met Marian, searching their
house in a different part of the town. He broke his promise to Fiona and again started
a fling with Marian when she offered to go on a dance together. Grant believed that
this relation might convince her to let Aubrey meet Fiona. It is evident that though he
was unfaithful towards his wife throughout their marriage, he never wanted to be
separated from her. His resolution not to get involved in another adultery was broken
only when his wife desperately needed it.
Fiona:
From the very beginning of the short story, Fiona is described as a cheerful woman
who loved to make jokes and “had the spark of life”. She was from an affluent family.
Her mother was described as a powerful woman with involvement in far-left politics
and of Icelandic origin. Whereas her father was a cardiologist, Fiona was probably
their only child, who inherited their property, had a small car and a pile of cashmere
sweaters. She never wanted to become like either of her parents, so she never joined
politics, sorority or learned about Iceland. She was the one who proposed Grant for
marriage. The proposal was so informal that Grant thought it was a joke.
In her seventies, her physical appearance was described as tall, narrow-shouldered,
with long legs and feet, delicate wrist and ankles, small ears with a crocked mouth but
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always upright and trim. She had long milk-white hair, resembling her mother and
sapphire like eyes. She always dressed up nicely, maintaining her elegance. She never
presented herself as vulnerable or helpless, even when she lost her way back home and
was picked up by a policeman. She only showed her vulnerability when Aubrey left
the conservatory and when she was not conscious of her own identity.
Though she was aware of her husband’s affair, she was disheartened but never
quarrelled with Grant. She was very polite and respectful toward Grants visit even
though she could not recognize him. Kristy, the nurse at the conservatory, considered
Fiona “a real lady” who would not do something unpleasant. Though she dated other
men before their marriage, she never cheated on Grant. Her relationship with Aubrey
started because she could not remember her fifty-year-old marriage or her husband. In
contrast to Grant, we can say Fiona is enigmatic, graceful and sophisticated, at the
same time fun-loving, jolly and humble.
Marian:
Marian is the middle-aged wife of Aubrey. Grant first met her in the parking lot of
Meadowlake while she was unfolding a wheelchair for her husband. She looked ten
or twelve years younger than her husband, curvy, short, curly, artificially reddened
hair with blue eyes with a good many wrinkles due to smoking. With her husband, she
lived in Black Hawk Lane, a lower middle-class neighbourhood. However, their house
was well kept as she filled it with accessories, matching décor and appliances. She
looked after her husband alone after his coma for financial reasons. They had one son,
who sends gifts but rarely visits them, which makes her annoyed.
Marian has been described as a typical small-town flirt who expected a better future
with her husband’s white-collar job, but things did not go as she wished. Though she
felt jealousy when Grant suggested Aubrey’s visit to the sanctuary and their
conversation went fruitless, she immediately called back Grant to ask for singles
dance. It suggested that Grant and Marian probably dated to ensure Fiona and Aubrey
could continue meeting with each other.
Aubrey:
Aubrey is a temporary resident at Meadowlake, where he befriended Fiona. Aubrey
looked similar to Grant’s age or a little older with a dignified look. According to Fiona,
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they knew each other years ago when he used to work at a hardware store where her
grandfather used to shop, and he also asked her out on a ball game. Kristy described
him as “a fine person”, who was a local representative of a pesticide company.
However, in his older age, he was accused of owing money to the company. When he
went to spend a holiday in Florida, he became severely ill. He used to move in a
wheelchair for some neurological problems and difficulty in speech. At the
conservatory, he became very close with Fiona, even to the point that he disliked Grant
talking to her and created distractions so that he could regain her attention. They
lamented their separation when his wife came to take him back.
Kristy:
Kristy is a nurse at Meadowlake with whom Grant kept his contact when he was not
allowed to visit Fiona for one month. He called her regularly to ask about the wellbeing
of Fiona. Though other nurses refused to engage in this daily enquiry, Kristy was
patient with him. Grant described her as an ordinary-looking but slightly heavy woman
with voluminous blond hair on their first meeting. She is “not hard-hearted”, with four
children, one of whom got asthma so bad that he could have died if not taken to the
hospital on time. Her husband’s whereabouts are unknown, though she believed that
he lives in Alberta. Kristy seemed well experienced with the patients. She made
Aubrey aware that Fiona might not recognize him on their first meeting, or Fiona
would soon recover from her period of lamentation. She also called her patients
collectively for their similar behaviour and preferences.
3.5

THEMES

Marriage:
The short story revolves around the marriage of an elderly couple: Fiona and Grant.
Seventy years old Fiona has Alzheimer and is required to admit to a conservatory.
While Grant trying to take care of his wife relentlessly, on the backdrop, he remembers
the affairs he had during their marriage. On the other hand, Fiona completely forgot
that Grant is her husband, who regularly visits her in the facility. Instead, she was
involved in a relationship with another fellow patient named Aubrey. Despite Grant’s
infidelities, their marriage was fulfilling, as he always returned to his wife at the end
of the day. Grant sees marriage as the fulfilment of emotional, physical and financial
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responsibilities, and he never considered leaving Fiona despite his infidelities.
However, when Fiona became aware of his affairs and was disheartened, Grant left
everything, moved to the countryside and promised to become a better person, which
presents that Fiona has always been his priority.
Fiona’s relation with Aubrey cannot be considered unfaithful because she does not
remember being married in the first place. Despite having discomforts, Grant let them
meet and reduced his visits to twice a week. When Fiona’s health started deteriorating
after her separation from Aubrey, Grant went to talk to Marian regardless of his
displeasure. Munro presents a very complex question about the infidelity in marriage
when Grant involves himself with Marian; it was only to make sure that she lets
Aubrey meet Fiona. At the end of the story, we find out that Fiona recognized her
husband and had forgotten Aubrey completely. The story presents, despite all the
infidelities, the couple loved and deeply cared for each other. The numerous affairs do
not define their marriage; instead, their love, devotion and respect for each other’s
interests made their marriage happy and fulfilling.
Memory:
Memory is one of the remarkable features of Munro’s short stories. The story revolves
around an older woman’s loss of memory. While she is being treated in the
conservatory, her husband recalled from his memory the incidents that might have
shaped their marriage. Seventy-year-old Fiona completely forgets about her husband
with whom she had married for fifty years. When she forgets her fifty years of
memory, her personality also had changed alongside. At the beginning of the short
story, Fiona is described as an upright and trim woman who dresses carefully.
However, after losing her memory, she wore a silly woolly hat and a jacket with swirls
of blue and purple, the kind of cloth she had never worn before. Her long white hair
had been chopped off, and she did not even realize it. She not only forgot about her
husband but also started a new relationship.
Fiona’s complete lack of memory of her husband, Grant, upturns his life. During the
first month in the conservatory, when the couple were not allowed to meet each other,
Grant missed her presence and was worried for her. However, when he got to see her
after one month, she not only did not recognize him but also started a relationship with
Aubrey. Dismayed by this incident, he recalled his affairs when they lived together.
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Though Fiona’s Alzheimer made Grant distant from his wife, he realized how she
might have felt when his affairs came to light.
3.6

LET US SUM UP

This unit discussed the critical summary of Munroe’s short story:
“The Bear Came Over the Mountain” with its central theme. We also learned about
the significance and origin of the title.
3.7

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1.

Write a short summary of “The Bear Came Over the Mountain.”

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………....
2.

Comment on the title of Alice Munroe’s “The Bear Came over the Mountain.”

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………....
3.

In what ways does the theme of marriage recurs in this particular short story?

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………....
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